
USING A QUEST PRO QUILT  
AS A SLEEPING BAG BOOSTER

Quilts from the Quest Pro series can be used as boosters for 
your sleeping bags, extending their warmth and versatility.

The Quest Pro attaches quickly, easily and securely to all  
ONE PLANET® bags (either at home or in the field), boosting 
the possibilities for both your bag, and your adventures.

For best results use the same size quilt and sleeping bag. 
For example, use a regular Quest Pro quilt with a regular 
sleeping bag. 

How warm will i be?*
If your sleeping bag has a comfort rating between 
0 and -5°C (lower limit), a Quest Pro booster will add 
approximately 6°C to 8°C of warmth. (A sleeping bag with a 
-1°C rating will be around -9°C when used with a Quest booster.)

If your sleeping bag has a comfort rating between -6 and -12°C (lower limit), a Quest Pro booster will add 
approximately 3°C to 6°C of warmth. (A -10°C sleeping bag combined with a Quest Pro booster will be 
approximately -16°C.)

Attaching your quilt to your sleeping bag

3  Work your way down the bags until all eight points are attached.

* The supplied temperature range is a guide only.

1  Unzip your ONE PLANET® sleeping bag and find the attachment 
loops beside the zip draft tube(s). There are eight in total - four 
on each side) Find the top loop at the neckline.

2  Locate the hook-and-loop tabs on your Quest Pro quilt. Remove the daisy chain and store it away safely. 
Take the top hook-and-loop tab on your Quest Pro quilt and thread it through the corresponding loop on the 
sleeping bag. Close to secure. 
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Any further questions? If you have  
any further questions on fitting your  
Quest Pro booster, visit oneplanet.au


